Increase your bubble size or the rigidity of your mailer.

Jumbojacket extra large 1/2" bubble, 5 times thicker than the average bubble mailer.

The Metallic Airjacket is our strongest, most rigid mailer, protecting from crushed edges.

Package has structural issues. Triple layer co-extruded polyethylene bottom fold and strong side heat seals for superior bursting strength.

Pressure sensitive self-seal adhesive closure system. Mailers that meet rigorous testing standards.

The PACzip makes customers happy with easy opening. Customer is frustrated with opening and/or return difficulty.

Dual peel and seal make returns a snap! The PACzip opening system and dual peel and seal.

Packaging cost and/or DIM weight costs are too high. Downsize and down-gauge.

Fulfillment speed is too slow and labor costs are too high. An automated solution or wicketed system will fix both.

Automate your packaging process with the PACjacket high speed on-demand mailer system. 15-20 mailers per minute!

BOTH require only 1 person to run, decreasing labor costs!

Need to increase brand awareness. 6-color high-resolution print & in-house design services.

By moving from a box to a mailer, you'll reduce both your packaging costs and your DIM weight costs.

Increase your throughput speeds up to 20% by freeing up one hand for packers to easily insert products into these stationery mailers.

Water resistant!

Need more sustainable packaging. Poly mailer that is 100% recyclable, made with at least 50% recycled poly.

All of PAC's poly mailers are 100% recyclable! Paperboard mailers are 100% recyclable, made with 100% recycled paper, 95% of which is post-consumer.

Product Spoilage During Transit. CoolPAC box liners, mailers, rollstock, pallet covers, and expandable insulated mailers protect against radiant heat intrusion and are FDA approved for food contact.

Interesting Facts:
- It takes 19 times more energy to produce a corrugated box than a poly mailer.
- It takes 95% less energy to recycle a pound of plastic than a pound of paper.

Tamper evident!

SHIPPING WITH YOUR PERFECT PROTECTION

info@pac.com  1-800-535-0039

For more information please visit www.pac.com